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Situation
Now in its tenth year of operations, FourCubed has experienced the ups and downs of a typical emerging
The Sentera team was an operating unit within another organization back in 2014. The founders desired to spin-out and
company. As a result of these challenges, the Founder and CEO, Chris Carlson, sought out Brimacomb +
create a pure-play designer, developer, and manufacturer of drones, sensors, and software. As a result of this plan, the
Associates (B+A) for assistance. Some of the key services provided by B+A over the past four years have included:
Company founders, Eric Taipale and Greg Emerick, sought out Brimacomb + Associates (B+A) for assistance. Working
with the Sentera team even before inception, B+A has provided a number of critical services:
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intellectual property, outstanding debt and parent-company issues. B+A provided key counsel to Sentera’s
co-founders.
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These efforts
resulted in investments totaling $8.5 million from an industry participant.
Advisory board recruitment and development: As the online gaming market recovered and the business
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the process,
Sentera co-founders have leveraged the advice provided by our firm.
expertise.
Awareness Generation: B+A has added value by generating key press coverage to increase the company’s visibility
Leader of fundraising campaign and awareness generation: B+A led the angel and institutional fundraising
during this critical period in the Company’s life cycle. Our activities have led to multiple pieces in the press,
campaigns. These efforts resulted in investments of several hundred thousand of angel capital and $2
corporate presentations and panel discussions.
million from an industry participant. In addition to facilitating the investment negotiations with the strategic
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This includes sourcing and selecting both human capital and professional services firms.
critical period.
Domestic and International Distribution: Leveraging our network of contacts, B+A has generated
Recommendation
revenue-producing opportunities and distribution partnerships domestically and in Mexico and Latin America.

“Rick has been an extremely important advisor for me. He tackles my business
Recommendation
problems as if he were standing in my shoes. His network is wide and deep, and he’s
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not have had the same level of success without Rick's expertise.”
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— Eric Taipale, Co-Founder and CEO, Sentera— Chris Carlson, FounderRick
— Greg Emerick, Co-Founder and EVP, Sentera
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